Interconnect Cables
Custom Builds Are Available Contact us rsn@scott-nixon.com

Bren1 Gila IC

Gila Interconnect -1 meter
A directional cable with four OFHC copper stranded conductors (40 individual strands per conductor), XLO
solid brass gold plated RCA connectors, a tin plated copper braided shield with PVC jacket, finished off with a
mesh jacket. Shield is lifted from the source end, really a good cable.
Ok.. we’ve all been there, started out buying low end Monster cables or the like, later to upgrade we
would buy a $300 cable and ended up with the same junk. Here’s a secret just for you, they will probably
blow away your buddy’s big $$$ interconnect he saved for months to buy.

XLR connectors $15 upcharge (wired standard).
$72.50
Free USA Shipping

Options: Neutrik Profi RCA connectors
Bren1 Gila Interconnects with Neutrik Profi RCAs
$104.50 - Free USA Shipping

Bren1 Vida IC

Vida Interconnect –1 meter. Modified XLO E4 wire with Neutrik Profi RCA's.
The Build:
A directional cable with four conductors Teflon® extruded, braided "Diamond Quad"
configuration. A copper braided shield then is applied wrapped with 2 layers of Dupont®
Teflon®, jacketed with Dupont® Elvax®, finished off with a mesh jacket.
OFC Wire drawn (made) in the USA.
Our Vida IC is suited for any audio application, the shield is lifted (not connected) at the
source end of the cable so it’s good for phono and because of the braided cancellation
geometry and shield it will work wonderfully with CD or connecting preamps and amps
including home theater components.
We can custom build lengths and offer many connector options at extra costs.
Bren1 Vida Interconnects with Neutrik Profi RCAs
$159.50 - Free USA Shipping

Bren1 Vida IC: promotional edition

Vida Interconnect –1 meter. Modified XLO E4 wire with a solid brass gold plated
XLO RCA's.
We bought a load of XLO connectors actually for our Gila cable, to our surprise along with
them came an opportunity to aquire a few rolls of XLO’s USA made award winning wire.
Last year we built a limited edition of this special cable using XLO connectors. the barrels
were honed to accept our mesh jacket and the entire build including shield as far to the
center pin as possible, then continued the Teflon wrap all the way.
The Build:
A directional cable with four conductors Teflon® extruded, braided "Diamond Quad"
configuration. A copper braided shield then is applied wrapped with 2 layers of Dupont®
Teflon®, jacketed with Dupont® Elvax®, finished off with a mesh jacket.
Our Vida IC is suited for any audio application, the shield is lifted (not connected) at the
source end of the cable so it’s good for phono and because of the braided cancellation
geometry and shield it will work wonderfully with CD or connecting preamps and amps
including home theater components.

$127.50

Free USA Shipping

All our interconnects work wonderfully as phono cables if you need a
ground wire with spades please request (nominal charge $8.00).
Bren1 Audio cables made in the USA.
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NEW

Lower cost universal interconnect The "AD"
It's a great analog cable and also a digital cable. Small
diameter coax with tech braid and simple Neutrik RCA.
$60.00 Meter pair or $40.00 single Shipped in the US
Call 336 884 7394 or email

